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A B C D E F G
Timestamp Did you enjoy the faire?What was your favorite part? What was your least favorite part? If you could see a change in the Faire,  what would it be? Would you want there to be another Zero Waste Faire next year?Please add any other comments you may have about the Zero Waste Faire. 

3/24/2019 21:18:07 Yes! Exhibits involving children Exhibitors selling themselves (realtors, architects) More materials for households, healthy food! Yes

3/24/2019 21:19:15 Yes!

Discovering some useful products.  

Learning about composting. Bike repair?!?!?!? More education Maybe

3/24/2019 21:20:21 Some parts more than others. 

Talking to vendors and being able 

to bring large items to recycle. Not enough for kids. A map of vendors. Yes

3/24/2019 21:22:02 Yes!

Talking to companies that offer 

products and services for zero 

waste No signage and not as organized as I expected it to be 

More signage ifvwhat is where and at what time. Exhibitors in a more organized layout. 

Had no idea cars were outside and didn’t know where the main entrance was Yes

I would have liked to see local organic farming and farmers markets exhibitors who practice zero waste. And more exhibits on daily zero waste 

practices and recommendations 

3/24/2019 21:23:34 Yes!

FEELING HOPE!! Seeing so many 

people working/volunteering there 

and so many visitors- people 

committed to growth and change 

made me feel hopeful for our future 

and that we were all taking steps to 

make change now. That I got there later than I planned and didn’t get around to everything :)

That the people behind the products or displays etc were a bit more forthcoming and clear 

about what they were doing there and why. I think learning more about others passions 

and interests is infectious! And it wasn’t always clear to me what the purpose of the 

display was and that made it a bit more difficult to engage on a topic. Clarity and passion 

might take it to another level. LOVED BEING THERE!  Yes

See above and THANK YOU for putting this on - all the hard work it took to make it happen and for getting and keeping these important 

conversations started. 

3/24/2019 21:25:20 Yes! Upcycle fashion Realtors Better parking Yes Great job by the organizers

3/24/2019 21:27:47 Yes! The solar discussion Want to see more vendors! Want to see more vendors! Yes

3/24/2019 21:28:29 Eh Checking in The lay out was too spread out. Vendors, booths like the clothing swap, things we can do at home with waste Yes

3/24/2019 21:29:31 Yes! The bee pjace and info The ‘bee’ place and info Looked good Yes

Great job. Lots of good info about different resources

3/24/2019 21:34:21 Yes! Live animals For zero waste there was a lot waste materials Less waste items Yes

3/24/2019 21:36:24 Yes! Yurt No coffee Better music and more live demos Yes

3/24/2019 21:37:48 Yes! Seeds All interesting Sound clearer couldn’t hear speaker Yes Get an electric car there

3/24/2019 21:38:37 Yes!

Sepe farm and Trillium Architect 

(passive design) not enough concessions outdoor Yes

3/24/2019 21:44:10 Yes!

Vendors were excellent and 

informative Children portion More interactive learning exhibits Yes Overall was a great time and informative 

3/24/2019 21:47:37 Yes!

The passion about the environment 

shared by all of the participants. None Maybe more about backyard organic gardening. Yes Thank you for organizing the fair!!

3/24/2019 21:49:13 Yes!

It was nice to connect with some 

like-minded people regarding 

education and household issues. I'm not sure what to say since I had a very pleasant afternoon.

Maybe there was a directory of what was at the event , but I didn't see it. If not , that would 

have been helpful. Yes

3/24/2019 21:56:22 Yes!

Tesla/electric cars, auction, mow 

green, clothes swap, composting 

info, etc. 

The animals.  The shearing of pregnant sheep. No vegan displays, the 

number 1 way to zero waste.  TOO MANY GIVEAWAYS AND PLASTIC ! No animals. Vegan. Yes Would love to be added to the planning committee.  Should have another fair half year.  Do not wait a whole year !!!

3/24/2019 22:02:52 No! Compost Nobody were paying attention to the guests Information, not selling stuff No

3/24/2019 22:12:14 Yes!

Real, reusable plates and utensils 

in the cafeteria!

Wasn't sure how sheep/sheep shearing factored in to zero waste, but I may 

have missed that information.

Maybe changing it to Fair versus Faire, but only because I'm not sure why that particular 

spelling was chosen. Yes

The fair is such a unique and exciting event Wilton can be proud of! Kudos to all the many volunteers who dedicated countless hours to bring this 

event to the region for the second year, and improving upon the first.

3/24/2019 22:14:21 Yes! my kids loved the animals! none more student run booths Yes

3/24/2019 22:22:38 Yes!

Sheep, large paper map and the 

increased number of participants None

Some exhibitors were squeezed into corners, try to create a flow that allows all of them to 

be easily seen and have access to foot traffic. Yes Great expansion from last year and I think it is becoming a well established event.

3/24/2019 22:24:45 Yes! The variety of vendors The jewelry booth seemed missplaced N/A Yes

3/24/2019 22:24:53 Yes! Education on composting Inconsistent participant messaging

Clear messaging on how each of the participants were contributing to the objective of the 

faire. Yes It was so great!! So encouraging to see this activity establish such a positive community spirit!!

3/24/2019 22:28:27 Yes! The diagram of a recycling plant. Don't recall

There seems to be a lot of solutions that, while interesting, aren't really practical, while at 

the same time the basic recycling system in this area and the whole country seems to be 

breaking down.  People recycle their trash, but have little knowledge of what actually 

happens in a recycling plant, what problems these plants have, and what people can do to 

make the system work better.  For example, will a pizza box with a small amount of oil 

from the pizza cause problems?  I also would like to see more information on carbon 

neutral sources of energy such as wood and wood pellets.

Maybe

There should be a app for your phone in which you type in the item you want to recycle, and it tells you what your options are as to what to do with it, 

as well as how clean it has to be.

3/24/2019 22:35:03 It was ok

The ability to bring any unwanted 

items 

I wasn’t impressed with a couple of the speakers. When given input I was 

brushed off and given misinformation instead.

We ended up leaving mid discussion because of the false information being 

given by the speaker. 

If you’re going to be a zero waste event, I think there should be a focus on using less 

animal products. Maybe

The layout was a little disorganized and should be in some kind of order. 

There should be a section for goods/products, farms, information booths and children activities.

The stage was extremely close to a few of the booths and made it odd to walk in that section when people were sitting on the ground. 

The lounge/presentation area needed a microphone and speaker system. It was difficult to hear the discussion, especially because the presenters 

were competing with the main/music stage. 

3/24/2019 22:41:48 Yes!

Composting and recycling 

information Inavailibility of a public schedule 

Schedule of talks and hours of specific events published on the org's website and posted 

at entrance so attendees can plan accordingly Yes

A great event. Could perhaps run it every other year vs annually if there is significant overlap in programming/offering year-to-year. I would have liked 

to have participated in the feast but must have missed it?? No information available 

3/24/2019 22:44:31 Yes! The sheep Would be fun with more food A bigger event possibly outside Yes

3/24/2019 23:05:08 Yes! The great variety of vendors. The small variety of foods available. See above. Yes Would love to get a list of the vendors with emails! Thanks!

3/24/2019 23:24:21 Yes!

Learning about all the ways to 

eliminate plastic and It was a little confusing as to who was doing what.  I would have loved to be able to purchase some of the products that were on display. Yes Loved the recycling trucks out front!  Great way to get people to attend while recycling.

3/25/2019 4:41:00 Yes! The variety of booths Didn’t have one. More information about products to use at home. Like a green concierge. Yes First time participant and loved it! Keep up the good work!
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3/25/2019 6:37:18 Yes! the sheep enjoyed it all a list of the participants - that I can take home, or take a picture of Yes

surprised Weston wasn't represented very well. lachat farm, grange, HS recycling club - there are a bunch of environmental groups that could add 

something. But I loved seeing all the Wilton programs. Nicely done!

3/25/2019 7:05:39 Yes! Kids soon Nothing More children activities Yes

3/25/2019 7:20:36 Yes! Exhibits on sustainable processes Animals in pens More exhibits on land care Yes None

3/25/2019 7:27:54 Yes!

information about food waste 

pickup. children’s activities (we didn’t have ours with us) expand to include local efforts being made in others nearby CT towns. Yes

3/25/2019 7:36:31 Yes! Kids activities/magic show

The lunch was great but I wonder if everyone knew it was happening way 

over in the cafeteria. 

Maybe a few weeks  later in spring so more can happen outside?, more info ahead of the 

Faire to know what collections are happening there Yes

3/25/2019 7:37:09 Yes! the Variety the lay out the layout should be more organized per vendor Yes

3/25/2019 7:40:40 Yes!

Interesting selection of booths and 

people That it was indoors Hold it later int he spring and outdoors, perhaps on the town green. Yes

3/25/2019 8:00:46 Yes!

Edible landscapes’ exhibit of 

permaculture and all its aspects 

The speakers seemed like they could Bengood but It was difficult to try to 

watch them give the set up. Too loud, no seats. 

Better set up for speakers. Also need a list of who is there, ideally organized and locates 

by type of service. Yes

Really interesting and helpful. So much to cover - I would like to have seen some place to share our own tips and tricks, maybe even by level of 

beginning, intermediate, advanced (beyond the obvious). 

3/25/2019 8:02:33 Yes!

information on plants for pollinator, 

chickens, sheep n/a more vendors, outdoor fair, workshops on composting, etc. Yes

3/25/2019 8:10:09 Yes! The variety of booths

Some of the booth personnel were amazing but some did not speak to us at 

all when we were there. 

I did not know about the donation portion. It may have been advertised but I missed it. I 

generally don’t have cash and would have been embarrassed if I didn’t on that day. Yes

I would have loved if the hours started earlier.  With two small children, we generally like to be places by 9-10 am in order to get home in time for 

lunch and naps. 

3/25/2019 8:18:27 Yes! The Sheep The quality of some of the exhibits A more professional look Yes

3/25/2019 8:59:31 Yes!

On the whole, it was incredibly 

informative. N/A

I'm not sure about a change. I thought the blend of vendors, issue activists, and 

demonstration booths was superb. Yes Congratulations on a job very well done! 

3/25/2019 9:35:44 Yes!

All the different sustainability 

ideas/vendors Nothing negative Layout - there should be more cohesion to how the participating groups are set up. Yes Even more participating groups would be nice. It was nice to have it in the Field House, as it made it easier to attend and see everything. Nice job!!!

3/25/2019 10:30:38 Yes! composting jewelry No change.  Thoroughly enjoyed it Yes

3/25/2019 10:44:06 Yes!

Seeing the many ways to compost 

and the EV vehicles Nothing! More advertising to draw attendees. Yes

The auction items were lovely.  I arrived at 11am and was not staying until the end so it would have been hard for me to bid on the items.  Maybe 

consider making it an online auction?  Many vendors used QR codes so the digital presence is already there.

3/25/2019 11:48:46 Yes! Eliminating junk mail All participants were great More new ideas Yes

3/25/2019 13:07:14 Yes!

my son liked the live animals-

chickens, sheep, turtles. I liked that 

you could recycle on site. none none Yes

3/25/2019 14:06:45 Not really.  It was not what I was expecting.Seeing the sheep and chickens. Lack of enthusiasm and/or knowledge on the part of the participant.

Better qualified representatives with enthusiasm to explain their products or purpose of 

their booths. Maybe

There was not one person to talk to about the moveable chicken coop, which I was very interested in.  Going from booth to booth, there was an 

overall lack of enthusiasm on the part of the various vendors to entice me to want to learn more about why they were there.

3/25/2019 15:11:14 Yes! Recycling —solar—electric cars Nothing! Opportunity for more hands on activities to feel how things work Yes Ways to follow up and be informed of cutting edge advancements such as Tesla’s solar roof shingles coming to market in April

3/25/2019 19:52:28 Yes!

Back to Nature booth with the 

ckicken and compost. none More environmental merchandise available for purchase Yes

3/25/2019 21:35:24 Yes!

Getting to know and talk to the 

vendors and find out more about 

how to be more sustainable and 

waste less. I also learned about 

gardening.

That they were not handing out brochures or other means of getting 

information besides business cards. I guess in the interest of saving paper... 

I would if possible get a list of the vendors.

Maybe advertise more in advance and in other towns. I live in Danbury and came upon the 

ad by chance. Yes If you could send a list of the participants in the fair that would be appreciated!

3/26/2019 5:26:37 Yes! Being w like minded people The animals, knowing they came from a farm that uses them for meat. More!! Yes

3/26/2019 8:12:25 Yes!

The collections section. Was so 

great to declutter my house and 

knowing I am properly disposing of 

things.

I brought something for the fix it area and when I went by, it didn’t look like 

anyone was there. Or the section wasn’t clear. An opportunity to be more hands on with DIY. Yes

Would love to see the zero in central CT. Maybe you can work with other committees or towns to help spread them across the state. I came from 

West Hartford and was a bit of a drive. 

3/26/2019 8:14:09 Yes!

The variety of folks giving out info 

and selling products and the fact 

that you could drop off electronics, 

ink cartridges etc. Parking was a bit challenging due to sports event/busses.

Better notification ahead of time on the breadth of items that could be dropped off. Didn't 

know more than electronics was being collected. Yes

3/26/2019 9:39:51 Yes! Ability to recycle

It was not clear where various recycling items were to be placed.  Need 

better directions or signage. Take hazardous waste materials. Yes Thanks for doing this for the community!

3/26/2019 10:22:49 Yes!

Seeing all the different vendors and 

what they were all about DIdn't really have one Don't really know, honestly Yes This was a good fair and I think it should take place annually

3/26/2019 11:50:26 Yes!

Learning that I can look on line to 

check if and where to recycle 

different things. But I loved a lot of 

other things too. Like the trucks 

outside taking fabric, corks etc. The magician because he didn’t show up for the 2:30 show. More recycling ideas Yes

I thought it was much better this year than it was last year. And I hope it get better going forward. I especially like the idea of having an opportunity to 

get rid things that can be recycled. Crayons, etc. 

3/26/2019 13:16:05 Yes! The children’s displays NA Na Maybe

3/26/2019 17:19:08 Yes! The sheep shearing Not sure if I could name a least favorite Perhaps start a bit earlier Yes A great resource. Thanks for putting it on

3/26/2019 19:06:19 Yes!

Electronics collection, curbside 

compost collection rep Nothing! If I wasn’t interested I just walked by...

I had limited time so didn’t spend enough time at the Faire to be able to answer this 

question. There was so much and it seemed very well organized! Yes

3/27/2019 8:14:10 Yes! Learning about things I didn't know Nothing

Have a bag made up of all the brochures for people to take away - it's a lot to take in and 

you may miss a table that has great information. Yes

3/28/2019 13:50:47 Yes!

REAL things... flowers, live 

chickens, push mower !! Lack of signage!!  Whose table is this?.... talks & discussions where? Definitive walkways & table fronts,  LARGE sign ID for each organization. Yes Thanks for putting it together.... lots of work!!!

3/29/2019 18:26:04 Yes!

activities and knowledge for all 

ages nothing just keep expanding Yes

3/31/2019 21:51:30 Yes!

Loved the array of tables providing 

ways to live more sustainably to 

meet your diverse daily interests 

and needs.

I wish I had known that the Zero Waste Faire was about every aspect of 

daily living.  I thought it was related to the Zero Waste Schools Coalition 

meeting with focus on information for schools.

I wish the time window to get food could have been longer as I lost track of time exploring 

the different different tables that by time I got to cafeteria there was no more food.  I was 

much too engrossed with all the wonderful exhibits going on! Yes

I really commend you for organizing this amazing Faire, it was truly informative, educational, and inspiring!  I ended up staying much longer than I 

had planned for.
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4/2/2019 7:17:37 Yes!

FEELING HOPE!! Seeing so many 

people working/volunteering there 

and so many visitors- people 

committed to growth and change 

made me feel hopeful for our future 

and that we were all taking steps to 

make change now. That I got there later than I planned and didn’t get around to everything :)

That the people behind the products or displays etc were a bit more forthcoming and clear 

about what they were doing there and why. I think learning more about others passions 

and interests is infectious! And it wasn’t always clear to me what the purpose of the 

display was and that made it a bit more difficult to engage on a topic. Clarity and passion 

might take it to another level. LOVED BEING THERE!  Yes

See above and THANK YOU for putting this on - all the hard work it took to make it happen and for getting and keeping these important 

conversations started. 

4/4/2019 18:00:03 Yes!

Learning about ways to cut back on 

plastic No brochures / no list of vendors Provide a list of the vendors so we can find out more about them Yes Please advertise in as many places as possible


